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Abstract
Flexibility of associative learning can be revealed by establishing and then reversing cue-outcome discriminations. Here, we
used functional MRI to examine whether neurobehavioral correlates of reversal-learning are impaired in White and Asian
volunteers when initial learning involves fear-conditioning to a racial out-group. For one group, the picture of a Black male
was initially paired with shock (threat) and a White male was unpaired (safe). For another group, the White male was a threat
and the Black male was safe. These associations reversed midway through the task. Both groups initially discriminated threat
from safety, as expressed through skin conductance responses (SCR) and activity in the insula, thalamus, midbrain and
striatum. After reversal, the group initially conditioned to a Black male exhibited impaired reversal of SCRs to the new threat
stimulus (White male), and impaired reversals in the striatum, anterior cingulate cortex, midbrain and thalamus. In contrast,
the group initially conditioned to a White male showed successful reversal of SCRs and successful reversal in these brain
regions toward the new threat. These findings provide new evidence that an aversive experience with a racial out-group
member impairs the ability to flexibly and appropriately adjust fear expression towards a new threat in the environment.
Key words: Pavlovian fear conditioning; associative learning; racial attitudes and relations; stereotyping and prejudice;
extinction

Introduction
Racially based threat stereotypes can have a profound impact
on intergroup dynamics, leading to negative judgments and aggressive or defensive behavior towards members of a racial outgroup. Behavioral research repeatedly demonstrates that Black
men are stereotyped as dangerous, criminal and violent, both
implicitly (Payne, 2001; Nosek et al., 2002) and explicitly (Devine,
1989). These threat appraisals can predict discriminatory behaviors, such as decisions to ‘shoot’ unarmed Black individuals
(Correll et al., 2002), prime detection (and misperception) of

weapons (Payne, 2001; Kubota and Ito, 2014), and bias identifying Black individuals as aggressors (Sagar and Schofield, 1980;
Eberhardt et al., 2004). In order to understand how to control
and change negative racial biases, it is important to examine
conditions that engender behavioral and cognitive flexibility.
Here, we investigated whether stereotypic threat associations
challenge flexibility of emotional learning when, following an
aversive experience with a Black male, the Black male becomes
safe and a White male becomes a new threat, i.e. reversallearning.
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One of the most straightforward techniques to examine behavioral flexibility is by testing whether an individual can update prior learning once a previously learned association
changes. In reversal-learning, for instance, individuals first
learn to discriminate between a reinforced stimulus and another irrelevant (unreinforced) stimulus. This association then
reverses, such that the reinforced stimulus becomes irrelevant
and the previously irrelevant stimulus is now reinforced. By
changing stimulus-outcome associations after an initial learning experience, experimenters have been able to assess a
number of factors that promote or impair behavioral and cognitive flexibility (Dias et al., 1996; Bari and Robbins, 2013).
Neuroimaging studies in humans implicate the striatum, midbrain, and prefrontal cortex as key neurocircuitry involved in readjusting behavior as cue-outcome associations change (Cools
et al., 2002; Remijnse et al., 2005). Such findings accord with
a body of neurophysiological research in animals showing
that damage to the prefrontal cortex and striatum impairs reversal behavior (reviewed in Kehagia et al., 2010; Bari and
Robbins, 2013)
By combining reversal-learning with Pavlovian fearconditioning, experimenters have been able to characterize
processes related to updating threat associations in a dynamic
environment, where the meaning of a danger cue can change
over time (Morris and Dolan, 2004; Schiller et al., 2008; Li et al.,
2011; Boll et al., 2013). In fear-reversal tasks, a conditioned
stimulus (CS1; e.g. the image of a face) initially predicts an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US; e.g. an electric shock), while a
second stimulus (CS2; e.g. another face) predicts no US. This initial CS–US association establishes CS1 as a reliable indicator of
impending threat, leading to a conditioned response (CR) such
as increases in sympathetic arousal, including sweating, heart
rate and respiration. The association between the CS and US
then changes. More precisely, CS2 unexpectedly predicts the US
and CS1 unexpectedly stops predicting the US. Neuroimaging
research on fear-reversal shows that, upon reversal, the CR and
neural activity in the amygdala and striatum flexibly shifts to
the current danger cue (Schiller et al., 2008).
Pavlovian fear-conditioning provides a valuable model from
which to understand racial biases in general, and threat stereo€
types in particular (Ohman,
2005; Amodio and Devine, 2006). In
this framework, associative learning mechanisms may give rise
to, or intensify preexisting implicit racial biases that are resistant to changes in behavior. Acquired race biases may then give
rise to prejudicial or avoidance behavior towards racial outgroup members (Lindström et al., 2015). Olsson et al. (2005) provided evidence of intensified fear-learning to a racial out-group
member using a Pavlovian fear-conditioning and extinction
task. In fear-extinction, the CR gradually diminishes when the
aversive US is omitted altogether. Olsson et al., (2005) showed
that skin conductance responses (SCR), a reflection of sympathetic arousal, persisted to a racial out-group CS as compared to
a racial in-group CS throughout extinction when the US was
omitted. Critically, intensified fear-learning was not expressed
at the time of Pavlovian conditioning itself, when the CS–US association was initially learned; that is, individuals showed
equivalent fear expression to the White CS and Black CS paired
with shock. Instead, the effect of selectively intense fear-learning to a race out-group was only revealed in the time it took to
extinguish SCRs, a finding in keeping with prior fear-learning
studies using intrinsically threat-relevant CSs like snakes and
€
spiders (McNally, 1987; Ohman
and Mineka, 2001). In this way,
deficits in behavioral flexibility are not revealed at the time of
learning, but rather when a stimulus takes on ambiguous

properties, which occurs when the initial stimulus-outcome
association is in need of updating (Bouton, 2002).
Notably, delays in the time to extinguish fear responses to
threat-relevant stimuli can be described by non-associative factors (e.g. sensitization or expectancy biases; Davey, 1992;
McNally, 2015). Slower extinction rates to a racial out-group,
specifically, can be described by statistical learning theory models that predict superior conditioning to novel or unfamiliar
conditioned stimuli (Dayan et al., 2000; Courville et al., 2006;
Maia, 2009). For instance, people are more likely to form an association between an unfamiliar CS and US (learning is faster
and stronger), whereas prior experience/familiarity with a CS in
the absence of the US interferes with learning a new CS–US association (learning is slower and weaker) (Lubow, 1973). Indeed,
Olsson et al. (2005) found that controlling for self-reported outgroup contact (analogous to familiarity) removed extinction
biases to a race out-group. In sum, there are multiple mechanisms that may explain decreased flexibility of associative learning to racial out-groups.
Reversal-learning has proved a remarkably suitable technique, in a variety of forms, to characterize and understand behavioral and cognitive flexibility across a number of species and
human populations (Bari and Robbins, 2013 for a review), and
may be especially valuable to examine potential deficits in the
ability to update racially based threat stereotypes. For instance,
unlike fear-extinction, fear-reversals initiate two simultaneous
learning processes: learning that CS1 is now safe whilst simultaneously learning to fear CS2. In this way, fear-reversal is behaviorally more demanding than fear-extinction, since danger
is still in the environment but what signals danger has dynamically shifted (Schiller and Delgado, 2010). Reversal-learning
tasks also provide an additional marker of inflexible associative
learning beyond extinction; specifically, inflexible learning
could be due to an inability to cease responding to the original
CS (i.e., an extinction-deficit), an inability to respond to the new
CS, or a combination thereof. A novel prediction from fear reversal-learning is that a threat stereotype, reinforced by a negative
experience, will impair the ability to learn about a new threat in
the environment. In other words, if initial learning already confirmed an implicit threat stereotype, then subjects may have
trouble learning a new CS–US association in the presence of the
previously reinforced CS. Such an impairment would be in line
with behavioral research finding pervasive implicit negative,
threat-related associations with Black individuals (Payne, 2001;
Greenwald et al., 2009) in comparison to objectively similarly
threatening and dangerous White individuals presented around
the same time (Correll et al., 2002; Kubota and Ito, 2014).
In this study, we examined flexibility of racially-based
threat associations using a combination of psychophysiology
and fMRI. In a between-subjects design, White and Asian participants first learn that the image of a male (CS1) is dangerous
and predicts an aversive electrical shock, and the image of another male (CS2) is safe. For one group, CS1 is Black and CS2 is
White, hereafter referred to as the Black-Shocks-First (BSF)
group. Initial learning in this group therefore involves a stereotypic threat association (Payne, 2001; Quillian and Pager, 2001;
Correll et al., 2002; Plant and Peruche, 2005). For the second
group, CS1 is White and the CS2 is Black, hereafter referred to
as the White-Shocks-First (WSF) group. Initial learning in the
WSF group, in contrast, involves a counterstereotypic threat
association (i.e., the White male is dangerous but the Black
male is safe). Midway through the experiment, the contingencies unexpectedly reverse, and now CS1 is safe and the CS2 is
dangerous.
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In line with prior studies showing that fear-learning to racial
out-groups resists extinction (Olsson et al., 2005; Golkar et al.,
2015), we predicted persistent fear responses to the CS1 after reversal in the BSF group, but not in the WSF group. Further, the
use of reversal-learning affords an additional novel prediction
that the ability to shift fear responses from CS1 to CS2 will be
impaired in the BSF group, but not in the WSF group. That is,
once a stereotypic threat association is confirmed, we predicted
that participants in the BSF group will have difficulty with the
appropriate expression of fear when the US dynamically shifts
between cues. Further, we predicted that activity patterns in regions commonly identified in fMRI studies of human fear-learning (Fullana et al., 2015) would fail to shift towards the White
male following reversal in the BSF group. This includes the
amygdala, striatum, and regions of the ‘central autonomicinteroceptive network’ consisting of the insula, dorsal midbrain
(periaqueductal gray), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and
thalamus.

Method
Participants
Forty-one healthy right-handed adult White and Asian volunteers (mean age ¼ 22.8; SD ¼ 4.16) were assigned to the BSF
group (N ¼ 20, 13 females, 4 Asian) or WSF group (N ¼ 21, 14 females, 4 Asian).1 An additional subject was excluded due to excessive head motion. Sample size was based on previous
human fear-learning research using race categories (Olsson
et al., 2005), and between-subjects human fear-learning research
using fMRI (Dunsmoor et al., 2014). All volunteers were prescreened prior to the fMRI session to assess MRI eligibility. All
subjects provided written informed consent and were paid for
their participation. The experiment was approved by the
University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects
at New York University.
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Out-group contact
Intergroup contact was measured after the fMRI session by asking participants to estimate from 0 to 100: (i) approximately
what percentage of all your close friends are Black (White)?; (ii)
approximately what percentage of all your acquaintances are
Black (White)?; (iii) approximately what percentage of the people you encounter on a day-to-day basis, in your neighborhood
and at work or school, are Black (White)?; (iv) approximately
what percentage of the people you see in the media, including
television, movies, magazines, and sports, are Black (White)?
We constructed intergroup contact difference scores by averaging the percentages for Black and White contact separately for
each subject and then subtracting the percentage of Black contact from White contact. Out-group contact data from two subjects from the BSF group were lost due to computer error. Mean
contact scores for BSF (mean 6 SD: 43.72 6 20.60) and WSF
(46.04 6 19.80) were similar.2

Conditioned stimuli
The CSs included photographs of two male faces from the
Eberhardt Face Database series (Eberhardt et al., 2006; Goff et al.,
2008). Eberhardt and colleagues have previously piloted these
faces on prototypically (1–7 scale), attractiveness (1–7 scale),
and age. Photographs were 327  450 pixels and displayed the
actor on a gray background from the neck up in a frontal orientation. The study included three counterbalanced pairs of stimuli (a Black CS and a White CS), and each pair was equated for
attractiveness, selected to be younger than 45, and selected to
be prototypical of Black and White faces.

Fear-learning and reversal paradigm

Implicit racial bias was assessed with the IAT (Greenwald et al.,
1998) during the prescreen. IAT D scores, a measure of the difference in mean response latencies between prejudice congruent (e.g., Black/Bad are paired) and prejudice incongruent trials
(e.g., Black/Good are paired) divided by the pooled standard deviation of all response latencies, were calculated using the
procedures recommended by Greenwald et al. (2003). The IAT
generates a D score ranging from -2 to þ2, with higher
scores indicating a pro-White bias (Greenwald et al., 2003).
Importantly, the goal of the present study was to examine the
role of implicit racial bias on fear-learning and reversal in individuals along a continuum of pro-White implicit associations,
and no strong prediction was made regarding individual differences in IAT in relation to the present findings. To ensure that
participants fell along a continuum of pro-White implicit associations, participants with a D score below 0.2 at prescreen were
not scheduled for the fMRI experiment. Of the 55 participants
pre-screened for this study, only 7 had a D score below 0.2.
Mean IAT scores for BSF (Mean 6 SD: 0.54 6 0.27) and WSF group
(0.55 6 0.26) were similar.

The fear-learning and reversal task occurred in one continuous
scanning run that included the following trial order.
Habituation: four trials (2 CS1, 2 CS2) without shock to reduce
initial orienting responses. Learning (acquisition): the fifth trial
was a CS1 trial paired with shock signaling the start of acquisition, which included a total of 9 CS1 trials paired with shock, 12
CS1 trials unpaired (42% reinforcement rate), and 12 CS2 trials.
Reversal: a CS2 trial paired with shock signaled the start of reversal, which included a total of 9 CS2 trials paired with shock,
12 CS2 trials unpaired and 12 CS1 trials. An additional 9 CS1 and
9 CS2 trials were included after reversal in order to extinguish
conditioned responses prior to a generalization test, which
occurred in a separate scanning run. The extinction trials were
excluded from the present analyses a priori and are not reported. CSþ trials paired with shock were not included in imaging or psychophysiological analysis to mitigate potential
confounds in the BOLD signal and SCR introduced by the electric
shock (US).
All trials were 2.5 s followed by a jittered 5.5–9.5 s
(mean ¼ 7.5 s) intertrial interval with a fixation point. Subjects
rated shock expectancy on each trial on a three alternativeforced-choice scale using symbols ,?, and þ, corresponding to
‘no shock,’ ‘maybe shock,’ and ‘shock,’ based on Boll et al. (2013).
Subjects were not informed of the CS–US contingencies, and
were told to pay attention and try to learn the association

1

2

Implicit race bias

Traditionally, “in-group” is defined as a group for which an individual
self-identifies as being a member, and “out-group” is a group for which
an individual does not identify (Tajfel, 1974). We frame our findings in
terms of in-group/out-group distinctions, because excluding the small
number of Asian participants does not affect the primary results.

Participants also completed the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay,
1986), State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983), and
Intolerance of Uncertainty (Buhr and Dugas, 2002). Groups did not differ on these factors, and we found no relationship among these measures and reported neurobehavioral results.
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between the pictures and the shock. Trial order was pseudorandomized so that no more than three CSs of the same face
occurred in a row. Two stimulus presentation orders were created and counterbalanced between participants. Stimulus presentation was controlled using E-Prime 2.0.
After the reversal task, and in separate scanning run, subjects were exposed to novel images of Black and White faces as
a test of fear generalization. Because the results of this generalization phase do not directly pertain to the preceding fear-learning and reversal task, we do not present the data in this report.

Psychophysiology and shock
SCR collection was controlled by the BIOPAC MP-100 System
using MRI-compatible electrodes (Goleta, CA). Electrodermal activity was measured throughout the experiment from the
hypothenar eminence of the left palm. Data were analyzed
using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA), and low-pass
Butterworth filtered prior to analysis. SCRs were analyzed by
subtracting the mean skin conductance level 1 sec prior to CS
onset from the max skin conductance level in a 0.5 to 3.5 s latency window following CS onset. Values less than .02 microsiemens were entered as 0. Raw SCRs were normalized by rangecorrection using each subjects maximum SCR (induced by the
shock), and square-root transformed prior to analysis (Lykken
and Venables, 1971). For all analyses, we excluded CSþ trials
paired with shock. Subjects who did not exhibit measurable
electrodermal activity were excluded from SCR analysis.
Exclusionary criteria included subjects who did not show a detectable SCR on any trials including to the shock itself. Failure to
evince measurable electrodermal in some individuals’ responses is likely related to technical challenges of collecting
SCR in the MRI environment. Seven participants were excluded
based on this criterion: three from the BSF and four from the
WSF group.
We derived four learning indices to examine changes in
SCRs to the CS1 and CS2 in each group. As shown by Zhang et al.
(2014), separate learning indices provide a means to directly investigate whether reversals are selectively impaired due to a
failure in updating responses to CS1, CS2 or both. The first index
assessed acquisition (ACQ) by calculating difference in SCRs between the CSs during the acquisition phase (CS1Acquisition – CS2
Acquisition). The second index assessed reversal (REV) by calculating the difference in SCRs between the CSs during the reversal
phase (CS2 Reversal – CS1 Reversal). Reversals (or impaired reversals) can be driven by updating responses (or persistent responses) to CS1, CS2 or both. Successful reversal to CS1 (D CS1)
is characterized by diminished SCRs from acquisition to reversal (CS1 Reversal  CS1 Acquisition); successful reversals to the CS2
(D CS2) is characterized by enhanced SCRs from acquisition to reversal (CS2 Reversal – CS2 Acquisition). For all statistical tests, analyses were considered significant at P < 0.05, two-tailed.
The US was an uncomfortable 200 msec electrical shock delivered to the right wrist, connected to the Grass Medical SD9
stimulator. The intensity of shock was calibrated for each subject prior to entering the scanner to reach a level deemed highly
annoying but not painful (Dunsmoor et al., 2009).

Functional MRI acquisition, preprocessing and analysis
Whole-brain functional imaging was conducted on a 3T
Siemens Allegra head-only scanner. Blood oxygenation leveldependent functional images were acquired parallel to the ACPC line using a standard EPI sequence: acquisition matrix,

64  64; field of view, 192  192; flip-angle, 85 ; 36 slices with
interleaved acquisition; slice thickness, 3 mm; repetition time,
2 s; echo time, 30 ms.
Preprocessing and data analysis was conducted using SPM8
(Wellcome Trust Centre, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) implemented in
MATLAB. Images were spatially normalized into Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space, voxel size resampled to 2  2
 2 mm, and smoothed using an isotropic 8-mm3 Gaussian fullwidth half-maximum kernel. Functional images were coregistered to each participant’s high-resolution T1-weighted
structural scan. To account for magnetic equilibrium, the first
four functional images were discarded. Images were corrected for
head motion using a 3-mm movement cutoff in any dimension.
At the first-level (individual subject), separate covariates
were created for the onset of CS1 Acquisition, CS2 Acquisition, CS1
Reversal, and CS2 Reversal. Stimulus duration was modeled as the
reaction time on each trial (Grinband et al., 2008). Additional
covariates of no interest included CSþ trials paired with shock,
the US, extinction trials, and 6 head motion parameters. We
excluded all CSþ trials paired with shock because trials were
short (2.5 s), and shock co-terminated with CS presentation.
This mitigates potential confounds in the BOLD signal introduced by the shock. Events were convolved with the canonical
hemodynamic response function, and a high-pass filter of 128 s
was applied.
To identify regions involved in fear-learning and reversal,
fMRI analysis focused on regions identified as showing a CS 
Phase interaction at the group-level (listed in Table 1).
Specifically, first-level contrast images were created using contrast weights 1, 1, 1, 1 for regressors CS1 Acquisition, CS2
Acquisition, CS1 Reversal, CS2 Reversal, respectively. First-level contrast images were taken to the group-level in SPM8. A one-sample t-test, incorporating subjects from both groups (N ¼ 41),
revealed regions showing the CS  Phase interaction. For
whole-brain analysis, we used a voxel-wise probability of
P < 0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 67 voxels to achieve a
cluster correction of P < 0.05. Cluster correction was derived
from the REST AlphaSim utility (www.restfmri.net; toolkit V 1.
3), which computes alpha level using 1000 Monte Carlo simulations to verify activations of this cluster size were unlikely to
have occurred due to chance. Parameter estimates were extracted from regions of interest to investigate patterns of learning and reversal in both groups separately. The same learning
indices approach used for SCR analysis (ACQ, REV, D CS1, D CS2;
see Table 2) were applied to betas from the regions identified at
the group level. A priori regions of interest included areas traditionally implicated in prior fMRI studies of human fear-learning (see Fullana et al., 2015 for meta-analysis), including the
thalamus, striatum, ACC, midbrain and insula. The amygdala
was incorporated as an a priori ROI based on its role in conditioned fear widely identified in animal neurophysiological research (Pape and Paré, 2010). Because the amygdala is
frequently not identified in human fear-learning using standard univariate imaging procedures (Fullana et al., 2015), but is
commonly identified in fMRI studies of face processing unrelated to learning or emotional facial expression (MendeSiedlecki et al., 2013), a face localizer task was used to independently identify the amygdala.
The face localizer included four blocks each of faces, objects
and scenes. Each block contained 12 pictures presented for
800 ms separated by a 200-ms blank screen, and followed by a
12-s fixation. Face-selective activity was identified at the grouplevel (faces > scenes þ objects) at P < 0.05, FWE corrected for the
whole-brain, which revealed bilateral activations in the left
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Table 1. Regions exhibiting significant CS (CS1, CS2)  Phase (Learning, Reversal) interaction at the group-level, identified at P < 0.001, cluster
corrected P < 0 .05
Region

Hemisphere

MNI coordinates
x

Insula
Insula
Insula
Insula
Insula
Precentral gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Cingulate gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Precentral gyrus
Precentral gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
Inferior parietal lobule
Supramarginal gyrus
Medial frontal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Postcentral gyrus
Posterior insula
Thalamus
Midrain
Caudate head

Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right

y

Peak T

Peak Z

1514

8.08
7.61
4.10
7.79
7.29
6.60
6.07
5.87
5.70
5.59
4.60
3.61
5.42
4.53
4.29
5.33
4.01
3.67
4.66
4.48
4.29
4.26
4.03

6.18
5.95
3.72
6.04
5.78
5.39
5.08
4.95
4.84
4.77
4.09
3.33
4.66
4.04
3.87
4.61
3.66
3.39
4.14
4.01
3.87
3.85
3.67

z

16
24
4
24
14
18
24
14
14
2
8
16
44
50
38
44
46
44
24
30
12
22
8

34
26
38
34
44
50
2
6
6
38
44
40
64
44
50
26
38
38
60
46
6
4
8

Size (voxels)

2
2
14
0
8
4
48
56
44
42
34
32
28
48
32
20
12
4
22
6
2
6
2

2197

2162

384

367

308

107
79
339

Table 2. Analysis of parameter estimates extracted from a priori regions of interest identified by the group-level CS  Phase interaction
Region

Black Shocks First group

White Shocks First group

CS1 ¼ Black; CS2 ¼ White

CS1 ¼ White; CS2 ¼ Black

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ns P > 0.05;

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ns P > 0.05;

ACQ

REV

A Priori regions of interest
Insula (Left)
**
*
Insula (Right)
**
**
Thalamus
*
ns (0.980)
Caudate
**
ns (0.865)
Midbrain
**
ns (0.56)
Superior frontal gyrus/ACC
**
ns (0.114)
Other regions from FC/REV interaction analysis
Inferior parietal lobule
***
**
Postcentral gyrus
*
ns (0.347)
Posterior insula
*
ns (0.276)
Middle frontal gyrus
***
ns (0.059)

DCS1

DCS2

ACQ

REV

DCS1

DCS2

*
ns (0.064)
ns (0.095)
ns (0.139)
ns (0.06)
ns (0.062)

**
**
ns (0.733)
ns (0.681)
ns (0.3)
*

***
***
***
**
***
***

**
**
***
**
***
*

***
***
***
**
***
***

**
*
*
*
*
ns (0.057)

*
ns (0.092)
ns (0.160)
*

*
ns (0.685)
ns (0.104)
*

***
***
*
**

ns (0.436)
ns (0.469)
*
*

**
***
**
ns (0.098)

ns (0.451)
ns (0.563)
ns (0.180)
*

(x ¼ 20; y ¼ 6; z ¼ 16; 487 voxels) and right (x ¼ 20; y ¼ 6;
z ¼ 16; 576 voxels) amygdala, and right fusiform gyrus (x ¼ 42;
y ¼ 48; z ¼ 16; 1721 voxels).

Results
Intact shock expectancy but impaired autonomic
indicators of reversal following stereotypic fear-learning
As shown in Figure 1B, acquisition and reversal of Shock
Expectancy was successful in both groups. Repeated-measures

ANOVA of mean expectancy ratings using Phase (acquisition
and reversal) and Condition (CS1, CS2) as within-subjects factors and Group (BSF,WSF) as a between-subjects factor showed
a significant Phase by CS interaction (F1,39 ¼ 461.56, P < 0 .001 g2
¼ 0.922), but no Phase by CS by Group interaction (P > 0.6). Thus,
subjects in both groups were able to correctly identify (explicitly) the correct danger and safety stimulus during acquisition
and reversal, regardless of the race identity of the CSs.
Similar to shock expectancy ratings, SCR analysis (Figure 2A;
see also Supplementary Figure 1) revealed a Phase by CS
interaction (F1, 32 ¼ 27.23, P < 0.001, g2 ¼ 0.46). Unlike shock
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Fig. 1. Experimental design and trial-by-trial shock expectancy ratings. (A) The Black-Shocks-First (BSF) and White-Shocks-First (WSF) groups both saw the same Black
and White male exemplar. For the BSF group, the Black male (CS1) was originally paired with an electric shock unconditioned stimulus (US; depicted as the lightning
bolt), and the White male (CS2) was unpaired. For the WSF group, the White male (CS1) was originally paired with shock, and the Black male (CS2) was unpaired. In
both groups, the CS–US association reversed midway. (B) On each trial, subjects rated expectancy using a three-point scale corresponding to ‘no shock’ (¼1), ‘maybe
shock’ (¼2), and ‘shock’ (¼3). These declarative expectancy ratings tracked the CS–US contingencies accurately in both groups. Dashed line indicates the start of
reversal.

expectancy ratings, however, there was a significant Phase by
CS by Group interaction (F1, 32 ¼ 4.27, P < 0.047, g2 ¼ 0.11). Based
on the significant interaction, we analyzed fear-learning and reversal indices in each group.
The ACQ index (CS1 Acquisition – CS2 Acquisition) was significant
in the BSF group (one-sample t-test; t16 ¼ 3.55, P ¼ 0.003) and the
WSF group (t16 ¼ 5.16, P < 0.001), with no difference between
groups (P ¼ 0.26), indicating that fear-learning was successful
in both groups regardless of the race identity of CS1 and CS2.
The REV index (CS2 Reversal – CS1 Reversal) was significant in
the WSF group (t16 ¼ 2.96, P ¼ 0 .009) but not in the BSF group
(p ¼ .5), and REV was significantly different between groups
(t32 ¼ 2.69, P ¼ 0.01, d ¼ 0 .923).
The D CS1 and D CS2 index were used to determine whether
impaired fear-reversals following stereotypic fear-learning (BSF
group) were a result of persistent SCRs to the Black male target,
an inability to shift fear responses to the White male target,
or a combination of both (Figure 2B). The D CS1 index (CS1
Reversal  CS1 Acquisition) was significant in the BSF group
(t16 ¼ 5.92, P < 0.001) and the WSF group (t16 ¼ 5.87, P < 0.001),
with no difference between groups (P > 0.1). This result demonstrates that both groups successfully managed to reduce SCRs
to the original danger stimulus once it no longer signaled shock,

and was contrary to the prediction that a stereotypic threat association, once confirmed, would show persistent fear responses to the Black CS1 after fear-reversal (cf., Olsson et al.,
2005). The D CS2 index (CS2 Reversal – CS2 Acquisition) was significant in the WSF group (t16 ¼ 2.36, P ¼ 0.03), but not in the BSF
group (P ¼ 0.44), and D CS2 was significantly different between
groups (t32 ¼ 2.29, P ¼ 0.028, d ¼ 0.785). Thus, fear-learning
involving stereotypic threat associations (BSF group) resulted in
a specific deficit in the ability to flexibly update autonomic fear
expression to the White male CS when the stimulus went from
signaling safety to signaling danger.

Impaired reversal of neural activity following stereotypic
fear-learning
Group-level analysis of the CS x Phase interaction revealed activity in a number of areas identified in prior fMRI studies of
fear-learning in humans, including bilateral insula, ACC extending into supplementary motor area, caudate, thalamus, and
midbrain (Figure 3A, Table 1). Notably, the amygdala was not
identified from the group-level contrast, even at a reduced exploratory threshold of P < 0 .005, uncorrected. Analysis of the
amygdala ROI identified from the face localizer likewise did not
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Fig. 2. Mean conditioned skin conductance responses. (A) The Black-Shocks-First (BSF) group exhibited intact learning but impaired reversal, as evidenced by enhanced
SCRs to CS1 versus CS2 during Acquisition, but no difference between CS1 and CS2 during Reversal. (B) The White-Shocks-First (WSF) group showed intact learning
and reversal. Error bars reflect standard errors; ** ¼ p < .01.

yield greater activity for the CS1 as compared to CS2 during
learning, or CS2 as compared to CS1 during reversal, in either
group. This lack of amygdala engagement during fear conditioning was not entirely surprising given that the amygdala has not
been identified in a number of fMRI studies of human fear conditioning that included a variety of CS types (Bach et al., 2011;
Fullana et al., 2015).
Having identified regions of interest across all participants
(2nd level in SPM), we next extracted parameter estimates from
a priori ROIs to investigate indices of fear-reversal in each group
separately. Learning-related activity was observed in each region identified at the 2nd level in the BSF and WSF groups, as
indicated by greater activity to CS1 than CS2 prior to reversal
(ACQ in Table 2). Thus, learning-related activity confirmed successful acquisition in both groups. Successful fear-reversal was
observed in bilateral insula in both groups (REV in Table 2).
However, fear-reversals were selectively impaired in the caudate, thalamus, midbrain, and ACC/SMA in the BSF group,
whereas the WSF group showed significant reversals in each region. Comparing the REV index between groups showed significant impairments in the BSF versus WSF group in the caudate
(t39 ¼ 2.37, P ¼ 0 .023, d ¼ 0.740), thalamus (t39 ¼ 2.85, P ¼ 0 .007,
d ¼ 0.890), and midbrain (t39 ¼ 2.39, P ¼ 0.022, d ¼ 0 .747) (Figure
3B).
Based on prior findings that out-group contact moderates
conditioning and extinction biases to race out-groups (Olsson
et al., 2005), we examined whether SCRs or neural activity associated with fear-reversal were correlated with out-group contact
scores. We found no significant correlations between out-group
contact scores and SCRs or neural activity, or between IAT and
these behavioral and neural measures. Notably, this null finding
may be a result of selecting participants with positive IAT D
scores (see Implicit Race bias in the Method section)

Discussion
In a paradigm where stereotypic threat associations were challenged through reversal-learning, autonomic and neural responses failed to reverse if racially based threat stereotypes
were initially reinforced. Neuroimaging results revealed impaired reversals in the striatum, midbrain, ACC, and thalamus;
regions generally implicated in fear-learning that may be important for dynamically updating cue-outcome associations as
contingencies change. In comparison, autonomic and neural responses successfully reversed if a counterstereotypic threat association (i.e. White males are dangerous but Black males are

safe) changed to a stereotypic threat association, demonstrating
an asymmetry in fear-reversal as a function of the initially
learned threat association. We interpret these results within
the framework of persistent implicit negative associations and
threat stereotypes regarding race out-groups.
Learning-related activity, prior to fear-reversal, included a
number of regions regarded as part of a ‘central autonomic-interoceptive network’ (Fullana et al., 2015). It is notable that SCRs
and learning-related BOLD activity was similar prior to reversal,
regardless of whether the initial danger stimulus was a Black
male or a White male. This finding is also noteworthy given the
literature on race-related neural responses independent of affective learning manipulations. That is, many studies report
enhanced BOLD activity to race out-groups in the ACC, fusiform
gyrus, and amygdala (e.g., Lieberman et al., 2005) that is linked
predominately to the strength of implicit race biases (see
Kubota et al., 2012). Importantly, prior studies show that the
context and task goals under which research subjects view
other people can affect the strength of neural activity evoked by
an out-group versus in-group member; for example, amygdala
responses to racial out-group members are diminished when
subjects focus attention on social individuating (i.e. vegetable
preference) versus social categorizing (i.e. age) features
(Wheeler and Fiske, 2005). In the present study, the task goal
involved learning what individual face predicted shock. After
subjects learned which individual face predicted shock, the BSF
group showed a selective inability to then update this learning
to express fear to the appropriate new danger stimulus.
The results from fear-learning (prior to reversal) are also in
keeping with previous fear-learning literature showing equivalent SCRs to a Black and White male CS paired with shock
(Olsson et al., 2005; Molapour et al., 2015) and equivalent neural
activity to a Black and White male CS in fear-learning neurocircuity, including the insula, ACC and amygdala (Molapour et al.,
2015). However, unlike prior studies (Olsson et al., 2005;
Navarrete et al., 2009), we did not observe persistent fear responses to the Black CS once it stopped predicting the US. It is
at this point that the distinction between extinction and reversal tasks becomes apparent, and why we contend that reversallearning offers a unique benefit to characterize associative
learning deficits.
To restate issues introduced earlier, extinction deficits to
threat-relevant stimuli (including, perhaps, racial out-group
members) could reflect factors or processes unrelated to
associative learning, per se. This includes different rates of ha€
bituation to threat-relevant CSs (Ohman
et al., 1974) or a
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Fig. 3. Neuroimaging results. (A) Regions exhibiting increased activity to the current threat cue versus the current danger cue. This analysis revealed clusters in the insula, midbrain, anterior cingulate (ACC) extending into the supplementary motor area (SMA), and caudate across participants (see Table 1 for full list of regions). (B)
Mean parameter estimates from regions of interest show intact acquisition (ACQ) in both groups, but impaired reversals (REV) selectively in the BSF group. Error bars
reflect standard errors; * P < 0.05; ** P < 0 .01; *** P < 0.001. Whole brain activity displayed at P < 0 .001, cluster corrected P < 0 .05. BSF ¼ Black-Shocks-First group;
WSF ¼ White-Shocks-First group.
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pre-existing expectancy bias that threat-relevant CSs are more
likely to be associated with an unpleasant outcome (Tomarken
et al., 1989; Davey, 1992), among other non-associative factors
(McNally, 1987; Lovibond et al., 1993; McNally, 2015). Persistent
fear to an out-group member during extinction may also reflect
phenomena well-described by statistical learning theories that
learning is stronger to novel or unfamiliar stimuli (Dayan et al.,
2000; Courville et al., 2006; Dunsmoor et al., 2015). In this way,
conditioning that involves a picture of a less familiar looking
out-group member is stronger and more persistent than
conditioning that involves a picture of a more familiar looking
in-group member. Superior conditioning—as demonstrated
through delayed extinction—might therefore reflect intact rather than impaired associative learning (Maia, 2009).
A failure to reverse fear expression and neural activity in the
BSF group, in contrast, suggests that the initial stereotypic
threat-learning experience interfered in some way with the
ability to learn the new CS–US association. Thus, it is a selective
failure in updating learning to be in line with the new situation,
a finding not attributable solely to persistent fear to the Black
CS, slower habituation to the Black CS, or experimental demand
characteristics. Nor can these results be attributed to low-level
perceptual differences between Black and White CSs, as both
groups showed similar acquisition regardless of which CS acted
as the threat or safety signal. One possible explanation of this
selective impairment to shift responses towards the new CS in
the BSF group is that the originally unreinforced stimulus
(White male) acted as an especially potent safety signal by virtue of being compared to the stereotypic threat stimulus (Black
male). Once the shock shifted to the White male, safety value
that had accrued to the White male limited the ability for this
stimulus to evoke a conditioned fear response, in a manner
similar to a conditioned inhibitor (Christianson et al., 2012).
In prior fMRI studies of reversal-learning, regions involved in
acquisition of new learning reverse as contingencies shift (Cools
et al., 2002; Morris and Dolan, 2004; Schiller et al., 2008; Boll et al.,
2013)—a finding replicated here if learning reversed from an initial counterstereotypic to a stereotypic threat association (WSF
group). Elements of this circuitry, including the dorsal midbrain/periaqueductal gray and the striatum, are particularly important for updating learning based on aversive prediction
errors (Delgado et al., 2008; Schiller et al., 2008; Li et al., 2011;
McNally et al., 2011; Roesch et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2014). Research
relevant for the striatum’s role in prejudice is scant, but its role
in intergroup biases has been shown during assessment of
intergroup trust (Stanley et al., 2012), and when perceivers lack
prior experience with the out-group (Van Bavel et al., 2011).
In conclusion, the present results offer insight into social
factors influencing the implicit expression of intensified fearlearning, and provide new evidence that aversive experiences
with a member of a racial out-group may impair future learning
about the aversive nature of an in-group member. This finding
adds to our understanding about the basic learning mechanisms that may contribute to the persistence of stereotypes and
in-group favoritism. Specifically, these results go beyond detailing the effects of race-based threat stereotypes on perceptions
of out-group members, and open the way for an area of research
that investigates how out-group stereotypes may interfere with
the ability to learn about members of one’s own social group.
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